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Tiff images are not visible on many devices. To ensure all users can see the pictures, it is critical to format them universally.

This is because the file format is not supported by many platforms, such as Android and iOS, so users would have to use a third-party app to view them.


Additionally, the file size is usually larger than other image file formats, making sharing difficult.

PDF files are smaller than TIFF, so you can store more of them on your device and send them more quickly.

PDFs are also more secure than TIFFs, so you don’t have to worry about compromised images.


If you want to convert your Tiff to PDF, read this article to learn how to convert Tiff to PDF on windows 10, Mac and online.
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What is Tiff’s format?

Raster graphics are stored in the TIFF image format. You have probably used this file format to save your files if you experiment with artistic images on your computer.


It is a popular format for digital images because it is both lossless and can compress large files. It is also used for digital photographs and is widely supported by many graphics programs and image-editing applications.

This format is popular among photographers because it allows for an increased range of colours and higher levels of detail, making it ideal for capturing and storing high-quality photographs.

This is because the format allows for greater colour depth and preserves image detail and sharpness.


Additionally, it can maintain file size without compromising image quality, making it great for sharing images online.

Considering this, let’s see how we can convert Tiff to PDF on different devices in the rest of the article.

How to Convert Tiff to PDF on Mac?

If you have a Mac and want to convert your Tiff to PDF, follow the steps below to end up with a PDF file. In this case, we present two methods.


· The first method (+ 6 simple steps)

Using Terminal, a command-line tool is another option for converting Tiff to PDF:

1. Launch “Terminal” and enter the following commands.

2. Press Enter after cooking up ImageMagick.


3. Enter to launch brew and install ImageMagick.

4. Enter after typing cd desktop.

5. Convert the source—the tiff output. Enter the PDF. The file’s name is TIFF.


6. Your files have now been correctly converted.

 

· The second Method (+ 3 easy steps)

It is based on the built-in macOS tool. Through this tool, the quality of your program will remain intact.


To do this:

1. Open your Tiff file in a preview program. You can then quickly check for any distortion in the image and ensure that the quality remains intact before saving the file.

2. Select “Export” from the “File” menu on the top screen. With the help of this option, you can save your Tiff file in different formats, including PDF.


3. The options for conversion can be modified in a new dialogue box. Click the “Format” button in this situation, select “PDF” or any other format you prefer, and then click the “Save” option.
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Online tools to convert TIFF to PDF for free ( + 3 must-use tools)

If you prefer to get online help, you do not have to install software and go through the time-consuming process.


You can use several online tools to convert your TIFF files to PDF. Let’s see what these are:

· Tools #1: Zamzar website

Zamzar is a free online file converter that makes it easy to convert TIFF files to PDF. It supports over 1200 file types and has a simple drag-and-drop interface, making it a convenient option for quickly and easily converting TIFF files to PDF.

Additionally, the process is highly efficient, making it a wise choice for quick conversions.


The following steps will help you convert your Tiff to PDF:

	Navigate to the Zamzar website and upload the Tiff file.
	The output format for your Tiff file will be “pdf,” so click the dropdown menu in the centre and choose that option.



	If desired, click “Convert Now” after selecting the “Email Notifications” checkbox.
	Click the “Download” icon to return the converted file to your computer after restoring it.

· Tools #2: Smallpdf website

This website allows you to quickly upload a Tiff file and convert it to a PDF or a Word document quickly and easily. It also has various features to help you edit, compress, and merge PDFs.


Additionally, it is free to use and does not require registration or downloads.

Furthermore, it is secure and ensures that all data uploaded is handled with the highest level of confidentiality.

	Open your browser and go to the Smallpdf site.



	The Tiff file you want to convert to PDF should be uploaded by clicking the “Choose Files” icon.
	Choose from several options for how you want to convert your Tiff file. To configure the options, use the dropdown menu at the top.
	Once you’re finished, click “Convert” in the top-right corner to convert your Tiff file to PDF.



	Click “Download” when the PDF is prepared, and the file will start downloading to your computer.

· Tools #3: tiff2pdf website

This website lets you upload a tiff file and convert it to a PDF. It is efficient and easy to use, and you can customize the output settings to ensure you get the right quality and size.

It also supports batch conversion of multiple files, making it a suitable choice for those who need to convert many files quickly.


1. Open the browser on your device and head to the tiff2pdf website.

2. Click on the “Upload files” icon.

3. To download the PDF file that has been converted, click the “COMBINED” icon at the bottom.
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How to convert TIFF to PDF on Windows 10? (+ 2 standard method)

You can use these two methods on Windows to restore your Tiff to PDF.

The first one is with the help of a built-in feature in the Photo app on Windows 10 called Microsoft Print to PDF. Let’s see how you can use it.


· Method 1: Using Built-in Converter

	Open the TIFF file in the Photo app to start the PDF conversion process.
	To access the “Print” icon, press “Ctrl P” on your keyboard. Organize the TIFF files beforehand, select them with your mouse, and then press the “Print” shortcut if you want to convert several TIFF files to PDF.
	There will appear a “Print” Picture dialogue. From the dropdown printer list under “Printer,” select “Microsoft Print to PDF.”



	Some options allow you to customize your file. If the size is not the same as your Tiff file, hit the “Fit picture to frame” icon.
	Then tap on the “Print” option.
	Click on the “Save” button once you choose the location for the file.




· Method 2: Using EaseUS PDF Editor

The second method to convert your TIFF to PDF on Windows 10 is EaseUS PDF Editor.

This program allows you to quickly and easily convert your TIFF files to pdf format, making it an ideal choice for users looking for a simple solution.

	Install EaseUS PDF Editor.



	To choose your images, click “Create” then select “From File…“.
	You can click the “Create PDFs” to import your images.
	Click “Open” to start the conversion after selecting your image on your computer.



	To save the PDF to your computer after the conversion is finished, select “File” then click on the “Save.” button.
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The Bottom Line



As mentioned above, Tiff images are less widely supported than other formats, such as jpeg or PNG.


Many devices, such as mobile phones and tablets, may not be able to display these images correctly.

To ensure everyone can view the images, saving them in a more widely supported format is essential.

To open your file, you need to convert it to another format to see it. This article focuses on converting Tiff files to PDF on windows 10, Mac, and Online.


We would love to hear your thoughts and answer any queries you may have about converting the Tiff file to PDF on windows 10, Mac, and Online.
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Sara

I love PDF
And here I am writing everything you need to know about PDF file ٬ PDF comvert merg & split PDF. If you have a question about PDF in the comments, ask me in the comments and I will definitely answer.
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